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single screen



Whatever Exists Is Perishable

2024

Stills

Whatever Exists Is Perishable departed from capturing a hornet while I 
was on a residency in Portugal. During the making of this film, I gathered 
the other footage with a question in the back of my mind. Should the hor-
net be released or killed? This question became the crux of the film. The 
video is a short visual poem that subtly illustrates the unbalanced power 
structures between humans and animals through small human gestures.

10’30”, audio soundtrack by &apos 
full version:https://vimeo.com/908635412/198482b004



“We went to work but produced nothing [...] We only had irony and sarcasm.” The epitome of a meme-fed millennial wor-
king in late capitalism’s service economy, one might say. Ironically, these statements pertain to life in the Soviet Union as 
recounted by the mother of Russian-born artist Margarita Maximova in her video Madmen, informers, sleuths, seducers. 
The video revolves around the transcribed memories of the artist’s mother regarding life in the Soviet era, in light of Mik-
hail Bulgakov’s famously censored novel The Master and Margarita. Chronicling the role this novel had in creating a new 
collective consciousness in the USSR, Maximova’s video devises a mirroring effect through the use of her mother’s state-
ments, and the latter’s description of people surreptitiously exchanging phrases from Bulgakov’s “profane bible.” 
Presented on a small screen with headphones, the video emphasizes this exchange of short sentences. They become the 
vectors that create a sense of togetherness in spite of the contingency of fragmented language. Mixing skillful shots of 
shimmering vodka and aerial views of Berlin’s former Soviet suburbs, the oneiric piece made for this duo exhibition with 
Aisha Christison, feeds upon the artist’s 2017 video, Memorial. In Memorial, Maximova reconstructed the identity of her 
estranged father by bringing together her mother’s recollection with images of a commemorative statue, and footage of 
East Berlin’s Plattenbauen.

Installation view at Damien & The Love Guru, Brussels

Madmen, informers, sleuths, seducers

2020



2020

video stills

Madmen, informers, sleuths, seducers

2020

04’06”, audio soundtrack by &apos 
full version: https://vimeo.com/502520009/d8596ad043

excerpt: https://vimeo.com/665929670



Just Call Him and See If He Picks Up

“The video thematizes the distortion of human emotional communication in the digital age in 
‘Just call him to see if he picks up’. In this work, we witness a digital chat that actually took place 
between two sisters, against a background of something that at first seems like a dull road movie, 
and in which one sister claims that their father is dead. As the conversation – entirely typed out – 
unfolds, it seems that this claim had been based on feelings and paranoid assumptions expressed 
during another chat, which had nothing to do with reality. By the end of the video, both parties 
seem not only metaphorically to drown in their inability to communicate emotions, but it mo-
reover seems painfully clear that this inability is largely affected by the kind of media with which 
they conduct the communication. In this almost purely registrative, quasi artifcially constructed 
video, which in no way expresses any opinion, Margarita Maximova warns about the dangers of 
the use of social media technology in communicating emotional messages. Such technology is 
of course without hierarchy in its own right, and every (emotional) impulse is communicated in 
real time, with the result – in this case tragic – of trivializing something that might otherwise have 
been profound sadness.” Thibaut Verhoeven (researcher at S.M.A.K.)

video installation at S.MA.K., Ghent, Belgium

2018



2018

video stills

Just Call Him and See If He Picks Up

2018

06’23”, audio soundtrack by &apos
full version: https://vimeo.com/388189665/fdf18ddafb

excerpt: https://vimeo.com/665193299



video stills

A Profound Soul Contract 

2018/2022

06’44”
full version: https://vimeo.com/388189665/fdf18ddafb



2018/2022

A Profound Soul Contract 

In Exiting the Vampire Castle, Margarita Maximova shows a reworking of a video she made in 
2018 as part of the installation Modern Tongue Sweats, an installation about the psychological and 
emotional concepts concerning the use of language in the internet age. In the video we hear the 
protagonist’s (performed by artist Selin Davasse) faux and almost robotic voice echo the words 
‘feel, heal, up level wounds’. The work is engaging with poetry and a sense of language as soft and 
onomatopoeic; yet the setup of the scene has a plastic, shiny and white quality. The performance 
emphasises the facile nature of the YouTube persona so extremely as to make us question whether 
the “reality” underneath the zany smile exists at all.

Nadia Bijl, 2022

Installation view at Lichtekooi, Antwerpen

2018/2022



Memorial  

In ‘Memorial’ (2016) the anonymous male statue is both fulfilling its inherent role as a memorial for the 
fallen soldiers of World War One and an imaginary embodiment of Maximova’s estranged father. The 
subtitles in the film portray her father, as constructed from her mother’s memory. While the statue 
functions as a canvas for the given characteristics, the descriptions simultaneously render a face to the 
otherwise forgotten soldiers. Similar to the statue, the social blocks in ‘Memorial’ function as a reminder 
of a collective memory of the communist era whether in the once Soviet occupied Marzahn (Berlin) 
where the film is recorded or in the similar looking suburbs in Moskou where Maximova grew up right 
after the Soviet dissolution.

single screen video/silent/ 6’47” 
full version:https://vimeo.com/388244822/af937895d4

excerpt: https://vimeo.com/665360575

installation view 

2016



single screen video/silent/ 6’47” 

2016

video installations



Installation view at Damien & The Love Guru, Brussels

In Sway a Way, the film from a cell phone falling down an aircraft, GoPro cameras getting lost in the ocean, tumbling 
down rivers, or picked up by birds, come together in a continuous filmic whirlpool. Sampling these accidental excerpts 
from a camera operator’s diary, Maximova’s montage of found footage is the lockdown exercise of a contemporary kinok. 
Cameras severed from the body of their GoPro Heroes, turn the I into a machine, as the lost mechanical eye becomes the 
protagonist of a disembodied point of view. 
However, what we observe on the overheard screen of her installation is not an autonomous mechanical vision, but rather, 
the more-than-human world with a movie camera. Its disorienting cinematography fueled by Joeri Bultheel’s atmosp-
heric score could be what happened if Jean Painlevé had Crittercams to make his surrealist Neo-Zoological Dramas. But, 
there is something more mediated about Maximova’s video; something about the spiral of life merging with the vortex of 
the internet as we imagine her searching the web to collect other-worldly sequences. Emile Rubino

Sway a way

2020



2020

Sway a way 

2020, video installation, 11’24”, audio
soundtrack by Margarita Maximova and  &apos 

full version: https://vimeo.com/502515985/5423af666f
excerpt: https://vimeo.com/665361366

video stills

2020



Killjoy Account

video installation at S.M.A.K, Ghent, Belgium

In the video installation Killjoy Account (2020), Margarita Maximova zooms out and reverses the gaze. 
Here, she doesn’t wonder how and why we use the internet, but how our data are analysed, categorised and then mani-
pulated and deployed for commercial purposes and political propaganda. Society’s malleability becomes a reality. The 
dialogue is based on a true conversation between Alexander Nix, then CEO of Cambridge Analytica, and the whistleblo-
wer Christopher Wylie. They discuss the online profile of a randomly selected person, in this case a woman from Nebraska.  
By means of a double digital layer Maximova visualises the woman’s data as a nightmare, a vague reflection against the 
background of a cool and desolate landscape.  Nadia Bijl

2020



2020

Killjoy Account

video stills

2020

13’26”, audio, soundtrack by Margarita Maximova and &apos 
single screen edit: https://vimeo.com/388174481/a0ff5993c7

excerpt: https://vimeo.com/665197025



installation view at S.M.A.K Ghent

“The Vast, The Land, The Liquid is a silent video with landscape images that the narrator wants to 
reconsider, as indicated by the subtitles: the sky, the mountains, a wavy sea. However, because the 
computer literally couldn’t handle this footage,  subtitles like “the waves seemed to get stuck” get 
much more ambiguous: they stand for the faltering pixel formations in the image, but also the inability 
to show the landscape accurately, and even more, boredom is found in the fixed gaze of the narrator 
herself when viewing these phenomenons. 
The inability to find a flight or escape in the magnetizing images. The image, the remaining image 
comes to stand literally in front of the landscape: as a frustrating obstruction.  As a result, the pixels 
themselves become sad waves, a disturbing and even an unsustainable abstraction remains.” 

Tom Van Imschoot

video installation-silent-4’29” 
full version: https://vimeo.com/390149665/cab6f822b3

The Vast, The Land, The Liquid

2014



2014

“The Vast, The Land, The Liquid is a silent video with landscape images that the narrator wants to 
reconsider, as indicated by the subtitles: the sky, the mountains, a wavy sea. However, because the 
computer literally couldn’t handle this footage,  subtitles like “the waves seemed to get stuck” get 
much more ambiguous: they stand for the faltering pixel formations in the image, but also the inability 
to show the landscape accurately, and even more, boredom is found in the fixed gaze of the narrator 
herself when viewing these phenomenons. 
The inability to find a flight or escape in the magnetizing images. The image, the remaining image 
comes to stand literally in front of the landscape: as a frustrating obstruction.  As a result, the pixels 
themselves become sad waves, a disturbing and even an unsustainable abstraction remains.” 

Tom Van Imschoot

installation view, Art Brussels

full version: https://vimeo.com/383736865/45267a0f16
video installation 9’18”

Range of Clues

2018



In her video installation, “Modern Tongue Sweats” Margarita  Maximova  (b.1990,  Moscow)  
reveals  a  flood  of  expressions  of  emotions  circulating  around  the Internet, which are ta-
king on an ever more important function.  We   subject ourselves   to   psychological  clickbait  
tests,  consult  search  engines  to  get  answers  to  our  most  personal questions and send 
out emotional messages without  considering  their  physical  impact.  For every possible 
emotional issue, dozens of answers can be found online. Vague descrip-tions of physical pro-
blems seem to apply to us  all,  and  if  they  don’t,  we  appropriate them anyway. What expe-
riences are left that are all our own?  This Belgian-Russian artist digs through a  multiplicity  of  
diagnoses,  words  and  definitions. She analyzes psychological and emotional concepts and 
investigates how the difference between the personal and the public becomes  blurred  and  
constantly  needs  to  be  redefined.

installation view Beursschouwburg, Brussels

Modern Tongue Sweats

2018

video installation - audio - 26’ 
NO LINK



2018

NO LINK

Modern Tongue Sweats 

installation view  Het Bos, Antwerp

video still

2018

video installation - audio - 26’ 
NO LINK



augmented reality installation



‘The Loss of A Stable Horizon’ as part of ‘Navigating AquaGranda’
A Digital Community Memory Virtual group show. Venice in collaboration with Science 
Gallery Venice, Ca’ Foscari and the European Project Odysseus running from 22 May 
2021 – 21 April 2022.

To download her contribution, download the AquaGranda app on the App Store (for 
Android and iO’s) and open ‘The Loss of A Stable Horizon’ This will download 500 MB of 
files onto your device.

The Loss of A Stable Horizon

10’13”, audio soundtrack by Margarita Maximova and &apos
documentation: https://vimeo.com/664255257

augmented reality view

2022



The Loss of A Stable Horizon

augmented reality view

The Aqua Granda Community Memory is a living system, which allows anyone to access, augmented and (re)
interpret its contents in relation to an ever-changing present. The basis is there but now it is in the hands of all 
those who care about Venice to further expand and use it as a tool to commemorate the Aqua Granda’s events 
and to find a path towards the future livability and sustainability of this unique city.

The project “Aqua Granda, a Digital Community Memory” has been launched on 12 November 2020 by the H2020 
EU Odycceus project, Ca’ Foscari University and Science Gallery di Venezia.

2022



2022

book



You Have Within You Something Stronger and More Numinous 

Margarita Maximova’s first book, You Have Within You Something Stronger and More Numinous discloses a collection 
of excerpts from letters sent to her by her mother over the previous decade. The selection of translated texts describes 
her mother’s venturesome relocation from Russia to Belgium, her childhood in the Russian dachas, close observations 
of the landscape and her pursuit to retrieve the connection with her ancestors. Set amongst the political landscape and 
cultural fabric of the Soviet Union, the telling of her experience reveals the nuances of intimacy, displacement, mother-
hood and the psychic traumas that are so often inherited from previous family generations. 

2021



2021

Published by Damien & The Love Guru
Edited by Charlotte Norwood
Contribution by Emile Rubino

Design by Atelier Brenda

You Have Within You Something Stronger and More Numinous 

2021

pictures Kristien Daem



collaborative projects

Documentation: https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/palimpsest-the-sea-gives-and-the-sea-will-take-video-2021/



Theatrum Algaerium (by Annemarie Maes)

Early in the morning and late in the evening, between low and high tide, the Theatrum Algarium rises from the sea. 
Metal frames hold the fluttering weeds. Glass jars fill up with seawater, their round shapes are acting like a lens and 
focus on the morphology of the floating algae.

Theatrum Algarium works with organisms of the sea. In an associative way, we meander through the algarium and 
create a narrative that is woven from the threads of past, present and future.  For this performance initiated and 
organized by artist AnneMarie Maes, I was asked to prepare food made with algae from the North Sea for her du-
rational performance and to create moments of intimacy through hand massages made with sea sand scrubs and 
through conversation with the audience..

2021

Documentation: https://annemariemaes.net/works/bee-laboratory-works/palimpsest-the-sea-gives-and-the-sea-will-take-video-2021/

performed with Margarita Maximova & Mieke Franquet

Performed at Pleasure Island, Ostend, Belgium

Massaging the artist Ria Pacquée Food experiments



Following a fertile residency together at Botanique, SKY H1 & Margarita Maximova present a live audio-visual work to 
celebrate the release of the debut album of SKY H1. In their respective forms, each artist circles the intricate emotive sur-
faces of contemporary life in all of its mediated intensity. On the occasion of SKY H1’s debut album they’ve collaborated 
on a work that takes the content of the album and deciphers its poetics into an alluring live performance.
SKY H1 debuted on Berlin’s Creamcake label in 2015, and soon after signed to PAN’s sublabel, Codes, releasing the widely 
acclaimed ‘Motion’ EP.

rush trace tracks

2021

live audiovisual show - 1 hour 
documentation: https://vimeo.com/665186317

video stills

live audiovisual show

Performance at Viernulvier, Ghent



New collaborative project of  &apos and video artist Margarita Maximova aka OST SUITE. 
&apos’s music veers between abstract, experimental compositions and more beat driven tracks, all held together by a 
defined aesthetic of sonic impurities and random patterns thrown up by algorithmic computations. In &apos’s music 
compositional decisions are not merely reliant on himself but also on a range of processes from constrained randomness 
to full fledged neural networks.  Making her own patches, Margarita Maximova provides live visuals with images from her 
own archive and found footage that respond to the music in real-time.

OST SUITE

video stills

live audiovisual show 2023

Performance at Els Roelandt’s House
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